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Double Love (Sweet Valley High #1) 2012-11-27
who will todd choose the glamorous jessica or the gentle elizabeth elizabeth and jessica wakefield are identical twins beautiful
blonde perfect but they couldn t be more different from each other elizabeth is friendly good natured and kind and the complete
opposite of her clever conniving sister jessica believes the world revolves around her and the problem is that most of the time it
does jessica always gets what she wants at school amongst her friends and especially with boys this time she s got her eye on
todd wilkins the good looking star of sweet valley high s basketball team and the one boy elizabeth really likes now the twins are
in a game of double love with todd as first prize will elizabeth fight for the todd what will jessica stoop to in order to get what she
wants can the bonds of sisterhood stand up to the pangs of a broken heart welcome to sweet valley high the beloved series by
francine pascal

Secrets (Sweet Valley High #2) 2012-11-27
jessica would stop at nothing gorgeous but ruthless jessica wakefield is determined to be the chosen queen of sweet valley high
s fall dance this year once she s crowned queen surely bruce patman the most popular boy in school will finally notice her and
the only person standing in her way is enid rollins elizabeth s best friend but when jessica uncovers a secret about enid s past
she knows the crown is within reach she doesn t care that revealing the secret could cost enid both her reputation and boy she
loves can elizabeth save enid from jessica s vicious gossip can she stop her scheming twin in time from bestselling author
francine pascal

Sweet Valley High 2015-11-03
new york times bestselling author francine pascal s sweet valley high series has captivated generations of teens and adults
selling over 60 million copies worldwide here together for the first time in an incredible ebook bundle are the first twelve books
in the beloved series double love secrets playing with fire power play all night long dangerous love dear sister heartbreaker
racing hearts wrong kind of girl too good to be true and when love dies

Troublemaker 1988
when julie porter falls for arrogant bruce patman her best friend joey tries to get her to reconsider but bruce has mean spirited
plans in mind for both of his classmates

The Sweet Life #6: An E-Serial 2012-08-12
for jessica and elizabeth the sweet life begins at 30 from francine pascal creator of sweet valley high and author of the new york
times bestselling sweet valley confidential comes the sixth installment of the groundbreaking six part e original serial the sweet
life continuing the adventures of beautiful blonde twins jessica and elizabeth wakefield and the gang from sweet valley three
years after the events of sweet valley confidential elizabeth and jessica wakefield are back in sweet valley and inseparable once
more but jessica now a mother finds herself in grave danger when a man she trusts betrays her lila fowler s shocking secret
comes to light elizabeth learns the dark origins of the scandal that s ravaged bruce s life but is it too late sweet valley fans new
and old will be shocked and scandalized by this full throttle finale

Clueless 2000
everyone says it s impossible to just be friends with a guy but that s exactly what blue and elizabeth are he lets her use his
surfboard and calls her all the time it s cool being just friends with blue she hopes it never changes

The High School War 1996
the rivalry between palisades high and sweet valley high has escalated into a full fledged wars and jessica s fallen in love with
christian the ringleader of the deadly palisades high gang and when her boyfriend ken finds out he might do something he ll
regret for a lifetime after a school dance turns violent elizabeth s boyfriend todd is taken to jail

Sweet Valley High Original Graphic Novel 2019-07-31
when jessica falls in love with her shakespeare teacher she begins to act like her studious twin sister elizabeth to impress him
now it s up to elizabeth to make sure that all s well that end well but with jessica playing her role will anyone be able to tell
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which twin is which the treasured series that has entertained generations and sold over 60 million books returns fans of the over
600 classic novels and spinoffs and the tv show will adore this charming graphic novel from rising star writer katy rex charmed
magic school jade street protection services and artist devaki neogi the skeptics curb stomp sweet valley high is also in
development as a major motion picture

The Wakefields of Sweet Valley 1991
a sweeping saga that covers the origin and history of five generations of elizabeth and jessica wakefield s ancestors

Brokenhearted 1989
when her former boyfriend todd wilkens returns to sweet valley elizabeth must make a difficult choice between todd and her
new love jeffrey french

Get Real 1999
elizabeth is ready to drop the twin thing and get on with some new friends but jessica is not so sure

The Wakefield Legacy 1992
uncovers all the deep dark secrets of the wakefield family

The Morning After 1993
vol 95

Sweet Valley High 2000-01
jessica wakefield wants to be the queen of the sweet valley high school dance and when she wants something she usually gets it
her only challenge to the crown is enid rollins but jessica knows a secret about enid that could cost her both the crown and the
boy she loves

Whatever 2000
lacy knows her real mom cares about her so what if she never writes or calls she s probably just really busy yet it will be so cool
having her visit lacy is ready for some mother daughter bonding

Sweet Valley High 1995-05
sweet valley is the essence of high school

Too Good To Be True (Sweet Valley High #11) 2012-11-27
a devil in disguise when glamorous sophisticated suzanne devlin visits sweet valley from new york city the wakefield twins
couldn t be more excited for two weeks elizabeth will show suzanne around town while jessica will have the time of her life in
new york suzanne is perfect beautiful friend and not the least bit stuck up but when suzanne accuses their teacher mr collins of
trying to seduce her elizabeth knows there s more to suzanne than meets the eye can she stop suzanne before it s too late from
bestselling author francine pascal

Power Play (Sweet Valley High #4) 2012-11-27
the wakefield twins have taken sides against each other robin wilson wants to join pi beta alpha sweet valley high s highly
selective sorority she may not be beautiful or popular but she s friendly and smart so when elizabeth nominates her for the
sorority jessica is less than thrilled she is determined to find a way to keep robin from pi beta but elizabeth is just as determined
to make robin a sorority sister and the twins become locked in a struggle that develops into the biggest power play at sweet
valley high who will prevail which twin will triumph what happens when sisters go head to head from bestselling author francine
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Playing With Fire (Sweet Valley High #3) 2012-11-27
can jessica play bruce patman s game and win looks like jessica s gotten her way again fresh from her greatest social triumph
being crowned as sweet valley high s fall queen jessica proceeds to go after bruce patman the richest most handsome most
eligible and sough after guy at school but is bruce too much for jessica elizabeth notices a big change in her twin once jessica
and bruce start dating suddenly jessica s following him everywhere dropping everything just to spend time with him elizabeth
doesn t trust bruce one bit he s arrogant demanding and way too much of a player jessica can usually hold her own against any
guy but this time elizabeth s afraid her sister may be going too far playing with fire is a sweet valley high book from francine
pascal

Can't Stay Away 1999
the twins are seniors new faces old friends and jessica and elizabeth wakefield right in the middle of things elizabeth wakefield
jumps into senior year ready to devote herself to the newspaper homework and her writing trouble is she can t stop thinking
about conner mcdermott a guy from el carro high who is total bad news and who hardly even notices her she misses study dates
can t speak in class and takes hours to get ready for school completely unlike herself could any guy change her so much

When Love Dies (Sweet Valley High #12) 2012-11-27
what terrible secret is tricia keeping from steven steven wakefield elizabeth and jessica s handsome older brother is heartbroken
his girlfriend tricia martin no longer seems interested in him she breaks their dates and doesn t return his calls steven doesn t
understand why tricia s feelings have changed so suddenly jessica on the other hand sees this as the perfect opportunity to set
steven up with her best friend cara walker but elizabeth isn t thrilled with the scheming gossipy cara she is determined to find
out just why tricia left steven and is horrified when she discovers the awful truth from bestselling author francine pascal

Sweet Valley High Pack 1 1990-11
can roger melt lila s icy heart clumsy shy roger barrett has always had a crush on the glamorous wealthy lila fowler but it s
hopeless she s the queen bee and he secretly works as a janitor after school the only attention lila ever pays to him is to make
fun of him in front of her friends when roger wins the qualifying heat for a big race he becomes an instant school celebrity to his
surprise lila begins to chase after him but he knows if he runs in the race finals after school he will lose his job should he give up
lila s attentions can he risk being fired will lila notice him if he s no longer a star from bestselling author francine pascal

Racing Hearts (Sweet Valley High #9) 2012-11-27
can jessica live without elizabeth sweet valley is stunned by the news beautiful young elizabeth wakefield is in a coma after a
terrible motorcycle accident everyone waits with bated breath for any change in her condition especially elizabeth s boyfriend
todd who was driving when accident happened but there is no one more upset than elizabeth s twin jessica she keeps watch
over unconscious body of her sister desperately hoping she ll recover what if elizabeth never wakes up or worse what if elizabeth
wakes up changed dear sister is a sweet valley high book by francine pascal

Dear Sister (Sweet Valley High #7) 2012-11-27
the twins jessica and elizabeth have worked together to create the most perfect prom sweet valley has ever seen but when a
jealous conflict turns deadly the twins lives are changed forever

A Night to Remember 1994-01
is this the end of todd and elizabeth no motorcycles that is the one rule not to be bent or broken in the wakefield house ever
since their cousin was killed in a crash elizabeth and jessica are forbidden to go near them so when elizabeth s boyfriend todd
drives up on a shiny new yamaha she knows there s trouble ahead she s not allowed to ride todd s bike but other girls are and
do elizabeth loves todd but the sight of these girls with their arms around her boyfriend is making her mad with jealousy todd
says there s nothing to be worried about but elizabeth is scared of losing him will another girl come in an swoop todd off his feet
will todd s new bike tear him and elizabeth apart dangerous love is one of the original sweet valley high stories by francine
pascal
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Dangerous Love (Sweet Valley High #6) 2012-11-27
jessica wakefield is in danger convinced that her fiance jeremy is a two timing criminal she plots to get even but her devious
plan goes awry and she s caught in her own trap elizabeth wakefield is scared for her sister and doesn t know whom to trust if
she chooses wrong jessica will burn to death copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Deadly Christmas 1994
when elizabeth wakefield helps enid rollins keep lila fowler from stealing enid s boyfriend elizabeth s twin sister jessica decides
to help lila

Taking Sides 1986
jessica blames her twin sister for their parents separation

Who's to Blame? 1990
sandra s best friend wants to be accepted into the pi beta alpha sorority she wants sandra s help but sandra is jealous of her and
tries to keep her from being accepted yet still trying to maintain their friendship

Jealous Lies 1986
traces the family history of lila fowler a modern day girl of sweet valley showing how the people and events from her family s
past have shaped her

The Fowlers of Sweet Valley 1996
will jessica break bill s heart the surf s up in sweet valley and jessica wakefield is making a big splash with bill chase a hot surfer
boy but after she s got him hook line and sinker she loses interest and ignores him completely but there s someone else who
would love to catch bill s attention sweet shy deedee gordon and jessica is not about to let deedee steal her prize even if bill
doesn t matter to her if he looks at deedee jessica comes him and sweeps him away back into her arms can bill escape jessica s
undertow or is he in over his head find out in this sweet valley high book by francine pascal

Heartbreaker (Sweet Valley High #8) 2012-11-27
for jessica and elizabeth the sweet life begins at 30 beautiful blonde twins jessica and elizabeth wakefield are back in the sweet
life now available in one volume three years after the events of sweet valley confidential by francine pascal elizabeth and jessica
wakefield are back in sweet valley and inseparable once more things are looking up for both twins elizabeth is a star reporter at
the la tribune and jessica s pr career is on the fast track but while the professional lives of the wakefield sisters are secure their
personal lives may be in jeopardy jessica now a mother finds that managing parenthood marriage and a job is harder than she
expected while elizabeth and bruce must face a scandal that could strengthen their bond or tear them apart forever meanwhile
life goes on in sweet valley families are made hearts are broken and lila fowler is a reality tv star some things never change the
sweet life books are as packed with cliffhangers as any sweet valley fan could wish the guardian the sweet life first published
serially as digital originals chronicling the continuing adventures of elizabeth and jessica wakefield is now available to read in
one volume

Sweet Valley High Annual 1996-07-01
reading the adolescent romance provides an exhaustive study of the developments in young adult literature since the 1980s
with a focus on francine pascal s sweet valley high series which has become a cultural and literary touchstone for both fans and
critics of the novels pattee carefully examines the series content structure and readers allowing her to investigate an influential
marketing and literary phenomenon and to interrogate the intersecting influences of history audience positioning and readability
that allowed sweet valley and other teen series to flourish this book demonstrates that as a series of generic romance novels
sweet valley high exhibits tropes associated with both adolescent and adult romance and as a product of the early 1980s has
and continues to espouse the conservative romantic ideologies associated with the time period while erstwhile readers of the
series recall the novels with pleasure re readers of pascal s novels who remember reading the series as young people and have
re visted the books as adults are more critical interestingly both populations continue to value sweet valley high as an identity
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touchstone amy pattee is an associate professor of library and information science at the graduate school of library and
information science at simmons college in boston massachusetts there she teaches children s and young adult literature in both
the library school and in a dual degree program affiliated with simmons college s center for the study of children s literature

The Sweet Life 2012-10-30
it s been ten years since the wakefield twins graduated from sweet valley high and a lot has happened for a start elizabeth and
jessica have had a falling out of epic proportions after jessica committed the ultimate betrayal and this time it looks like
elizabeth will never be able to forgive her suddenly sweet valley isn t big enough for the two of them so elizabeth has fled to new
york to immerse herself in her lifelong dream of becoming a serious reporter leaving a guilt stricken jessica contemplating the
unthinkable life without her sister despite the distance between them the sisters are never far from each other s thoughts jessica
longs for forgiveness but elizabeth can t forget her twin s duplicity uncharacteristically she decides the only way to heal her
broken heart is to get revenge always the good twin the one getting her headstrong sister out of trouble elizabeth is now about
to turn the tables

Sweet Valley High Collection 1992-06
first title in the dark shadows mini series when jonathan cain moves to sweet valley jessica wakefield feels an attraction so
strong it s almost supernatural elizabeth wakefield doesn t trust him for a minute

Reading the Adolescent Romance 2011-01-25
bethel thinks the new girl on the track team will never make it but jessica proves her wrong

Sweet Valley Confidential 2011-04-14
elizabeth and jessica s parents are out of town and the twins have a party

Tall, Dark, and Deadly 1997

Soulmates 1999

The Cool Crowd 1999
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